
FAQs-Integrated Program in Management (IPM) 

 

1. How IPM is different than any other currently running programs? 

 

IPM program is a unique & distinctive offering, with a primary objective to prepare 

future managers & leaders with a holistic approach, including appreciation & 

collaboration of Social Sciences, Basic Economics, etc.  in management education. 

 

➢ Provides broad, comprehensive, globalized curriculum, advanced pedagogy, 

and learning. Creates broader understanding of Managing businesses and 

industries than other programs. 

➢ The IPM program is precisely aimed to enable better managerial decision-

making in the most challenging conditions.  

➢ It helps managers to augment their intuitive decision making in VUCA 

(volatile, complex, ambiguous & uncertain) business world. 

➢ Only program that provides vast in-depth multidisciplinary knowledge to the 

student, thus, building a solid foundation of management. 

➢ Student could join right after graduating 12th standard. 

➢ No requirement of any bachelor’s degree. 

➢ Master of Business Administration Degree awarded upon completion.  

 

2. What are the current and future needs of industry and how IPM fills the gap? 

 

➢ Industry demands an effective manager, who should visualize the change in 

the context in which he/she is operating and bring about the change. IPM 

prepares participants to appreciate and play this role. 

 

➢ Industry needs an appropriately trained workforce who would explore 

effective management in sectors like in social, voluntary, non‐commercial 

sectors, just other than business. 

 

To train such managers who can bring about change, the design and delivery 

of a holistic management curriculum is a pre‐requisite. The Integrated 

Programme in Management (IPM) is precisely aimed at such an 

opportunity. 

 

➢ IPM provides a holistic curriculum needed by the industry, with a motivation to 

prepare managers who can conceive and supervise change. IPM would provide 

an opportunity for the participants to realize their leadership potential.  

 



3. What are the approvals and accreditations of the university?  

APPROVALS ➢ UGC 

➢ AICTE 

ACCREDITATIONS ➢ NAAC (A+, 3.28) 

➢ NBA 

RANKING 

 

(NIRF) 

➢ Engineering: 84th  

➢ Management: 76-100 

➢ University: 100-150 

 

4. What will be the degree awarded on completion of the program?  

The degree awarded after successful completion of the program would be Master 

of Business Administration (MBA) by Manipal University Jaipur.  

 

5. What are the program objectives? 

First 3 years focus on laying and building the foundation of management and social 

conscience. This is achieved through diverse and vibrant curriculum enabling an 

intellectual, aesthetic, physically & mentally sound individual with morality, ethics 

and understanding.  

Other goals include securing and developing: 

➢ Communication skills. 

➢ Leadership skills. 

➢ Deep rooted Knowledge & Solid Fundamentals of Management. 

➢ Social and ethical awareness. 
 

Last 2 years focus on refining, deepening, and cementing the management, people, 

and business skills. With mentors and faculty from Manipal University Jaipur, and 

the world of industry.  

Other Goals:  

➢ Relevance of Content in Business 

➢ Critical thinking 

➢ Ability to work in groups  

➢ Competence in Quantitative and Analytical skills. 

➢ Become Expert in Management. 

 

 

 



6. Is IPM related to Tapmi School of Business (TSB), Manipal University Jaipur 

(MUJ)? 

 

IPM is an independent program conducted by a separate department and under 

faculty of management & commerce. However, the students have access to TSB 

resources including faculty, visiting faculty & placement support.  

 

7. What are the disciplines covered under this program? 

This program is multidisciplinary which includes domains of  

➢ Management 

➢ Quantitative & Analytics 

➢ Social Sciences & Humanities  

➢ Liberal Arts. 

➢ Engineering & Science 

 

8. What is the significance of Social Sciences in the field of Management? 

 

➢ Management is shaped by social, societal, and cultural aspects of the 

operating environment of firms. Hence, managerial decisions are impactful 

if cognizant of individual behaviours, community behaviour, individual 

values, and societal particularities are understood by the manager.  

 

➢ Exposure to social sciences and humanities is necessary and crucial for future 

managers and leaders to maximise their team potential and thus boosting 

organisational benefits. Better conflict management also results from 

appreciating individual differences in beliefs, values, and preferences.  

 

 

9. What is the significance of Economics, Mathematics, Statistics, etc. for the leaders 

of tomorrow? 

 

➢ Sound understanding of micro/macro-economic enables the potential 

managers to understand the linkages between business strategy, public 

policy, individuals, organizations, industry, society and vice versa.  

 

 

➢ Mathematics provides a logical framework and refines analytical reasoning 

to make better decisions. Whereas Statistics provides managers with more 

confidence in dealing with uncertainty.  

 



10. What is the eligibility for the program? 

A student passing from any 12th stream is eligible for the program. The student with 

a score of atleast 50% & above in 10th and 12th standard respectively. 

 

11. Can NRI/International/OCI candidates apply? 

Yes, the NRI/International/OCI students are also eligible for the admission. They 

will have to fill out the NRI form for the admission.  

 

12. Foreign Boards (IB/IGCSE) Valid? 

All the foreign board approved by the AIU, India and under the member list of 

COBSE is eligible for the admission in the program. The equivalent criteria set by 

the university and the UGC must be met by the student to take admission.  

 

Link: 

AIU: https://www.aiu.ac.in 

COBSE: https://www.cobse.org.in/members 

 

13. What is the application, selection & admission procedure? 

 

➢ Students start by filling up the application from Manipal University Jaipur, 

website, www.jaipur.manipal.edu.  

 

➢ Select IPM program from the list of programs as shown below(arrows): 

 

 

https://www.aiu.ac.in/
https://www.cobse.org.in/members
http://www.jaipur.manipal.edu/


Application & Admission Process 

 

 
 

NOTE: 

Applicants awaiting their 12th exam results, can apply by uploading their 10th 

marksheet. Such students will be offered provisional admission, subject to 

fulfilment of the eligibility criteria.  

 

 

14. What is the fee structure for the program? 

 

FEE 1st Year 2nd Year 3rd Year 4th Year 5th Year 

Application 

Fee 

1000/-     

Registration 

Fee 

10,000/-     

Tuition Fee 3,00,000/- 3,00,000/- 3,00,000/- 4,50,000/- 4,50,000/- 

Caution Fee 

(Refundable) 

15,000/- - - - - 

Total 3,25,000/- 3,00,000/- 3,00,000/- 4,50,000/- 4,50,000/- 

 

(Values in INR per annum) 

 

 

 



15. Are internships available with the program?  

 

Yes!  

 

Multiple internships and international exchange opportunities help participants 

gain a wider perspective in multiple contexts. Regular interactions with industry 

practitioners through visits, internships & seminars add to industry-relevant aspects 

and exposure.  

 

16. What are the career prospects and placement opportunities?  

 

Student graduating from IPM course secures equal if not better recruitments than 

the students of traditional courses due to their highly diverse, industry relevant 

practical and theoretical knowledge built on solid foundations.  

The Career Opportunities involve, but not limited to the following:  

1. General Management 

2. Consulting & Strategy  

3. Finance 

4. IT & Analytics 

5. Sales 

6. Human Resource 

7. Marketing 

 

MUJ has a robust placement system and routinely invites reputed organizations for 

placements. 

PROMINENT RECRUITERS AT MUJ 

 

Amazon Microsoft Adani Accenture Mindtree Mahindra Dell Mettl 

Tata 

Power 

Cisco Bosch Ericsson DXC Intel PwC HSBC 

Wipro Philips Deloitte Cadence SAP 

Labs 

Cerner HCL Taj 

Link: https://jaipur.manipal.edu/muj/admission/placement-training.html 

 

 

 

 

https://jaipur.manipal.edu/muj/admission/placement-training.html


 

17. What are the international collaborations? 

 

Link: 

https://jaipur.manipal.edu/muj/research/collaborations.html 
 

18. What are the scholarships available? 

Link:  

https://jaipur.manipal.edu/muj/admission/indian-students/scholarships.html 
 

 

19. Are hostel facilities available? 

The university has very upscale accommodation facilities at the campus. 

Please follow the link for the information on accommodation 

Link: https://jaipur.manipal.edu/muj/life-at-muj/hostel-facility.html 

 

20. Any education loan support provided by the university? 

We support applications to all loan programs by providing requisite documentation 

and other related information.  

 

21. Is there an exit option? 

➢ Student can exit after completing 3 years. 

➢ Degree awarded is BA (Foundation of Management).  

 

https://jaipur.manipal.edu/muj/research/collaborations.html
https://jaipur.manipal.edu/muj/admission/indian-students/scholarships.html
https://jaipur.manipal.edu/muj/life-at-muj/hostel-facility.html


22. What are the refund policies? 

Manipal University Jaipur follows the GOI directed UGC guidelines for its refunds.  

Link: https://jaipur.manipal.edu/muj/admission/indian-students/fees-refund.html 

 

23. Who is the Contact Person? 

 Gaurav Sharma (Program Coordinator)  

 Phone - +91-9773307013 

 Email – gaurav.sharma@jaipur.manipal.edu 

 

https://jaipur.manipal.edu/muj/admission/indian-students/fees-refund.html

